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(24. III. 1993)

Abstract. This paper examines the production of massless fermions by the curvature of
asymptotically flat 1 + 1 dimensional space-times. Expectation values of the current and the energy-
momentum tensor in the incoming vacuum as well as inclusive probabilities of detecting outgoing
particles in given states are evaluated. Point-like curvatures give very different results according to
the coordinate system in which they are static for some time. The radiation of fermion-antifermion
pairs is either a steady process with a sort of thermal spectrum or a transient phenomenon
accompanying the switching on and off of the curvature. The existence of outgoing states occupied with
high probability is also investigated and properties of the fermionic effective action accessible to
our approach are established.

1 Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to present the outcome of an investigation of quantized
massless Dirac fermion fields on curved 1 + 1 dimensional space-times with particular
emphasis on the pair creation mechanism.

*Part of this work originates in Th. Gallay's diploma thesis (Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne,
1990).
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Quantized fields in curved space-times have been discussed extensively [1] and the subject

is really not new. Production of spin-i particles in 3 + 1 dimensions has been discussed

recently in [2] and fermions in 1 + 1 dimensions have been considered in [3]. There is one
feature of a model of massless fermions in 1 + 1 dimensions which, to our knowledge, has not
been exploited entirely: the general solution of the Dirac equation in conformai coordinates
can be displayed explicitly and it is particularly simple. Due to this favorable circumstance,
the configuration of outgoing fermions and antifermions created by the curvature can be

analysed in great detail and in a non-perturbative way.

Our setup is as simple as possible: asymptotically flat space-times, curvature with
compact support and globally defined conformai coordinates. A complication arises from the
fact that conformai coordinates cannot be asymptotically minkowskian in all directions. This
leads us to equip our spaces with two distinct conformai coordinate systems: an "incoming"
system that is minkowskian in the past of the curvature, and an "outgoing" one, minkowskian
in its future. It is natural to express the incoming fermion field in the incoming system, and
the outgoing field in the outgoing system. This removes the ambiguity in the definition of
the in- and outgoing particles in a natural way.

A drawback of massless fermions in 1 + 1 dimensions is that, due to an infrared singularity,

the correspondence between the outgoing fields and the incoming ones is, in general, not
unitarily implementable. This means that the curvature induces the creation of an infinite
number of fermion-antifermion pairs; there is no outgoing vacuum in the Fock space of the
ingoing vacuum. In spite of that, the total mean amounts of energy and momentum which
are produced are finite. The mean outgoing energy and momentum densities can be
computed. The outgoing particle content of the ingoing vacuum can be analysed by means of the
inclusive probabilities for the detection of outgoing fermions or antifermions in given states.
Analysing these various quantities, one gets a rather precise picture of the pair creation

process.

In the main applications of our general results we will be dealing with point-like
curvatures concentrated on the time axis and switched on during a finite time interval. Two
situations will be considered: in the first one an effective curvature strength in the incoming

coordinate system is kept constant during some time; in the second case, it is a scalar

strength that is quasi-static. Surprisingly, the choice between these two possibilities is in
no way innocent: they lead to completely different pair creation patterns. In the first case

one discovers a steady pair emission whereas in the second case, pair emission is a transient
phenomenon accompanying the switching on and off of the curvature. Another surprise is

that in the first type of point-like curvature, the inclusive probabilities of a suitably selected
sample of outgoing states exhibit the form of a thermal distribution reminiscent of a Hawking
radiation [5].

We explain in the following Sections how these findings come about. Our space-times
and their coordinates are presented in Section 2. The Dirac fermion field machinery is
reviewed and the in-out correspondence is defined in Section 3. In Section 4, mean outgoing
quantities like current and energy-momentum are computed in the incoming vacuum. A
master formula for inclusive probabilities is established in Section 5 and applied to our
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point-like curvatures in Section 6. In Section 7 we prove that a strong curvature pulse has

outgoing states which are occupied with probabilities close to 1. The results obtainable
within our approach are completed in Section 8 with a discussion of the implementability of
the in-out correspondence. If implementability holds, an effective action can be defined and
we show that the functional derivative with respect to the metric of its imaginary part is

correctly related to the energy-momentum tensor. Computational technicalities and proofs
are collected in four appendices.

2 Setting the stage

The 1 + 1 dimensional space-times we shall consider are parameterized by conformai
coordinates xß (p. 0,1). They are covered by a single map extending over the whole

(x°,x1)-plane. The scalar curvature R(x) is assumed to have a compact support D. The
metric has the form

9,u(x) e°WVM„ (2.1)

rfiiv diag (1, —1). The Liouville field fi(x) is related to the curvature by

(ö02 - Ô?) fi(x) -P(x)en(fa (2.2)

At given R this is a nonlinear equation for ii. We define our coordinates in such a

way that fi vanishes outside the absolute future of D. This implies that fi is the retarded
solution of (2.2). As shown in Fig. 1, it reduces to functions fi-^x*) of x+, resp. x~, in the
causal shadows D+ and D_ of D (x* (l/\/2) (x° ± x1)): it is equal to a constant fi0 in
between. Our space-times are asymptotically flat but the conformai coordinates xM become

minkowskian only in the past of D: generically they are not minkowskian in its future.

The assumptions we have made are consistent if the retarded solution fi of the nonlinear
equation (2.2) is non-singular over the whole plane. This is not automatically the case and

imposes constraints on the curvature R. The way singularities may appear is best seen if
eq. (2.2) is rewritten as an integral equation

fi(x) -Ì / dV P(x')e"(afa (2.3)
2 Jc,,

where Cx is the past light cone of the point x. A negative R produces a positive fi which
gets amplified exponentially. This can result in a divergence of fi at finite times as will be
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illustrated in examples at the end of this Section.

/
(a) (b)

Fig. 1: An asymptotically flat space-time depicted in two conformai coordinate systems
(a): in the incoming coordinates x the Liouville field fi is nonzero in the union of D, D+, D-
and D0 (D supp R); f2(x) fl+(x+) + fi-(x") in D+ U D. and fi(x) ft0 in D0; (b):
a similar situation holds in the incoming coordinate system y with D, D±,Do replaced by
D, D±,Do- D is the image of D under the change of variables (2.4).

We can define, and shall indeed use, a complementary set of conformai coordinates yM

which are minkowskian in the future of D (Fig. 1). The two sets of coordinates are related
by two increasing functions ij* of a single variable:

,1+ — T.+Tf+(x+), y =T) (x (2.4)

The Liouville field il(y) of the new coordinates is obtained from fi(x) by the relation

fi(y) fi(x)-a+(x+)-a_(x-), (2.5)

where a±(x±) ln (9±n±(x:t)). In eq. (2.5) and in many forthcoming ones a function of y
is equated to a function of x: it is understood that the values of these variables are related
by eq. (2.4). The functions a± have to be such that fi vanishes in the future of the support
D. This condition fixes the new coordinates up to a global Poincaré transformation. Up to
a translation we have

7/±(x±)= / due"*1"1,
Jo

(2.6)

ith
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a_(x

o+(x+)

À for x~ < a~

fi_(x~) + A for a~ < x~ < b~

fio + A for x~ > b~

-fio-A for x+ < a+

fi+(x+)-fi0-A for a+ < x+ < 6+

-A for x+ > 6+

(2.7)

The intervals [aT, èT] are the projections of D on the x_- and x+-axis. A is an arbitrary
constant: a change of A produces a global Lorentz transformation. For any choice of A, y*
is linear in x* for x* < a* and x± > b*.

It is clear that (2.7) leads to a fi vanishing in the future of D; in fact fi is the
advanced solution of (2.2) written in terms of the y-variables. We call the x- and y-variables
respectively incoming and outgoing conformai variables.

Before we close this Section we want to prepare the ground for the illustrations which will
appear in the following Sections. They deal mainly with point-like curvatures concentrated

on the time axis and switched on during a finite time. It is convenient to display such a

curvature as follows:

R(x) V2e-ïQMp(x°/V2) S(x1). (2.8)

The factors v2 facilitate the passage to the light-cone coordinates. The exponential factor
has the effect that the strength p is a scalar under conformai coordinate transformations
x* —> z± f(x±) which transform the x-time axis into the z-time axis [6]. We may also

write (2.8) in terms of an effective strength p(x°/\/2) exp(-fi(x°,0)/2) p(x°/V2) which
is no longer a scalar:

R(x) V2p(x°/V2)ê(xi). (2.9)

We shall be interested in situations where either the effective strength or the scalar

strength is static during some time. This leads us to define two types of point-like curvatures.

Type I. The effective strength p is quasi-static in terms of the incoming coordinates:

supp p ¦= [0, L], p(u) p constant for u £ [Lx, L2], 0 < Lx < L2 < L.

Type II. The scalar strength is quasi-static: supp/) [0, L], p(u) p constant for

ue \LX,L2\.

Clearly a type I point-like curvature has a scalar strength which is not quasi-static and,
conversely, a type II curvature has an effective strength which is not quasi-static in the
incoming coordinates. This last effective strength will be quasi-static in coordinates z* such

that their Liouville field vanishes on the image of the interval [L\,L2] of the time axis. As
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we shall shortly see, these coordinates exist: they differ from our incoming and outgoing
coordinates because their Liouville field is nonzero in the past as well as in the future of the
curvature.

For both types of point-like curvatures the retarded Liouville field has the form

fi(x) e(x1)F(x~) + Ö(-x1)P(x+), (2.10)

where 0 denotes the standard step function: 6(x) — 0 for x < 0 and 0(x) 1 for x > 0.

The asymptotic forms fi± are identical and equal to F. Each type has its own F:

Fi(u) -0(u) log (l + £àvp(v)^j, (2.11)

Fn(u) -6(u)\og(\ + ^j\vp(v)} (2.12)

These results illustrate the observation on the existence of fi made at the beginning of
this Section: fi is nonsingular only if the integral of p (or p) from 0 to L is not too negative.

If we want the time axis of the outgoing coordinates to be the image of the time axis of
the incoming coordinates, we must set A —fio/2 in (2.7).

The z-coordinates mentioned above are given by

z± ((x±), <(«)= faveti (2.13)
Jo

The Liouville field fi of this coordinate system is

"(*) \<*1) (F{x-) - F(x+)) (2.14)

where e(x) 6(x) — 0(—x) and the effective strength p is equal to the scalar strength p: it is

quasi-static in the type II case, fi is a truly static field, equal to (l/2\/2)pz1, in the double
cone C(i>i) < z± < ((L2) (p is the static value of p(u)).

We consider both types of point-like curvatures as natural choices. It is a surprising
outcome of our work that they lead to totally different pair creation patterns.
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3 The fermion field and its in-out relationship

We want to construct a massless Dirac fermion field on the 1 + 1 dimensional curved
space time presented in Section 2. We start collecting a few well-known facts [1, 2, 3]. In
arbitrary coordinates the Dirac equation is

r(x)(dli+uli(x))ip(x) 0, (3.1)

where 7*'(x) e£(x)7a, e£(x) are the components of a zweibein of vector fields €a(x) (a 0,1,
eaeb9n* — Vat, ^e^rjal> g11") and 7" are flat space Dirac matrices. The spin connection uß
is given by

«V p,[3/.7" + r^7'] (3.2)

in terms of the Christoffel symbols VL,.

If the variables x** are conformai coordinates, for instance the incoming variables of
Section 2, one can choose a zweibein of vectors parallel to the coordinate lines, la

exP(—lSl)^a d/dx*. An arbitrary zweibein {ea} is obtained from {ëa} by a local Lorentz

transformation A:

ea(x) A"a(x)êb(x), A(x) JJ JJ (x). (3.3)

The spin connection becomes

^ ^75(^A-rì£/o,fi), (3.4)

75 ï°î\ e„ " r^fa", e"" -e"", e01 1.

In the chiral spinor basis where 7s diag (1,-1), the two components ij)- and tp+ of ip
decouple and the general solution of the Dirac equation (3.1) is expressed in terms of a free
massless field <j>:

V>±(x) exp -ìfi(x)±ÌA(x) M**)- (3-5)

We see that a massless Dirac field is the same as a pair of independent Weyl fermion
fields. Consequently we may restrict ourselves to one chiral component, for instance ip-
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which gives rise to the right-moving outgoing particles. We do that and ip stands for ip-
from now on.

The curved space canonical equal time anticommutation relations of the ^»-field imply
flat space canonical anticommutation relations for the ^-field, in particular:

{^V),^'-)} _L^- _x'-). (3.6)

We notice that the <£-field is gauge independent, i.e. it is unaffected by a change of the
zweibein {e0}. Such a change modifies only the hyperbolic angle A in the exponential in
(3.5). In the past of D where fi 0, the only difference between ip and <p comes from the

gauge dependence of ip. This leads us to identify the ^-field as a gauge independent incoming
free field, and we call it <pm from now on. The creation and annihilation operators appearing
in its Fourier representation

*in(x) -j==^Jo°° dk (aìn(k)e-'k*- + bÌ(k)e<k*-) (3.7)

create and annihilate incoming fermions and antifermions:

{a^fc), ain(*')} {bl(k), 6in(fc')} 6(k - k'). (3.6')

What we have done in the incoming coordinate system can also be done in the outgoing
one. The result is an expression of the Dirac field ip in this system similar to (3.5):

ip(y) exp \m-\ky) }0ut(y-)- (3.8)

The Liouville field fi is given in (2.5). ip is evaluated with respect to a zweibein {ê„}
which is obtained from the canonical {£„} by a local Lorentz transformation specified by A.

(pout is the gauge invariant outgoing field.

We are primarily interested in the correspondence between <pm and ^>0ut- It is determined
by the relationship between ip and ip resulting from the transformation law of a fermion field
under the x —y y change of coordinates and the {ea} —y {êa} gauge transformation. One
obtains

ip(y) exp ¦\ (\(y) + \(a-(x~) - a+(x+)) - A(x))] iP(x). (3.9)
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(a_ — a+)/2 is the hyperbolic angle of the Lorentz transformation relating the canonical
zweibeins {êa} and {!„}. Combining (3.5), (3.8) and (3.9) we obtain the in-out correspondence:

&>»t(y-)=e-*°-<*-^in(x-). (3.10)

We observe that this is consistent with canonical anticommutation relations for <j>out

in the y-coordinates if <j>m satisfies such relations in the x-coordinates. The outgoing field
<j>out has a Fourier representation similar to (3.7) in terms of the y~-variable. The in-out
correspondence (3.9) determines the Bogoliubov transformation relating the creators and
annihilators of the in- and outgoing fields

r - s ï: î i ¦ <->
&out

The kernels Ki(k,p) are nonzero for (k,p) G R+ x R+. Their values in this quadrant are
obtained from a single function U(k,p):

Ki(k,p) U(k,p), K2(k,p) U(k,-p),
K3(k,p) U(-k,p), K<(k,p) U(-k,-p), V-">

with

U(k,p) — [+°° dxJ^-W-riei"-™. (3.13)
27T J—oo

According to (2.7) and (2.3), the explicit form of q_ in the shadow of D is

a_(x-) -i / d2u0(x- - u") R(u)en{u) + A. (3.14)
2 Jd

It is instructive to compare our results with the Bogoliubov transformation describing
the in-out relationship of a massless charged fermion field on Minkowski space in a

background abelian gauge field [7]. Formulas (3.12) and (3.13) are valid in this case, with U
replaced by

V(k,p) i- /+°°dxei(k-p):Vu'-(x). (3.15)
27T J—oo

Up to a constant, the phase u>_ is given by

u>_(x-) e Jd2u6(x- -u-)E(u), (3.16)
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where E is the electric field and e the fermion charge.

Whereas the structures are very similar, there are striking differences:

(i) There is a real exponential exp(|a_(x)) in (3.13) instead of the phase factor exp(iw_(x))
in (3.15).

(ii) V is simply the Fourier transform of this phase factor whereas (3.13) contains the
hybrid construct [kr)~(x) — px] reflecting the fact that on a curved space the in- and
out-fields are defined in terms of different variables.

Consequently we may expect the discovery of truly new features distinguishing fermions

on a curved space from Minkowski fermions in a gauge field. The following Sections will
confirm this conjecture.

4 Current and energy momentum

We start our investigation of the pair creation mechanism encoded in the in-out
automorphism (3.10) with those aspects which do not depend on its implementability. We begin
with the outgoing current: its right component is given by

j-out(y-) y/2 : ^ut(y~) 0out(y") : out (4.1)

where : : out means normal ordering with respect to the outgoing creators and annihi-
lators. This current coincides with the full fermion current in the future of D, the support
of the curvature.

If j- is the expectation value of j_out in the incoming vacuum:

(j_(n>=(fiin,j-°Ut(fa)ftin), (4.2)

eq. (4.1) can be rewritten as

i_out(y") y/2 : Puy-)to*(y-) ¦ in + (i-(y-)>
e-°-<*faìn(x-) + (i_(y-)). (4.3)

Eq. (3.10) has been used in the last equality and j™ is the incoming counterpart of j_out:

jLn(x-) : <f>t(x-)<pin(x-) : m.

Straightforward computations sketched in Appendix A lead to the surprising conclusion
that (j-(y~) vanishes identically. Obviously, this does not mean that there are no outgoing
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particles created by the curvature: fermions and antifermions are produced on top of each
other so that there is no net outgoing current. Recovering both light-cone components,
eq. (4.3) reduces to

J±UV) e-*«**^**). (4.4)

Remembering the transformation law of a covariant vector v under a change of conformai
coordinates [v±(y) (dy±/dx±)~1v±(x±)] we see that j±ut and j™ are the components of the
same vector field in the incoming and outgoing coordinate systems.

Appendix A tells us that the vanishing of j± is due to the relation K3(k, p) K*(k, p)
between the kernels of the Bogoliubov transformation. There is no such relation in the case
of an abelian background field in Minkowski space and the mean outgoing current is nonzero.
In fact, it cannot vanish because of the chiral anomaly.

We turn now to the energy-momentum tensor and define its outgoing form in the same

way as the outgoing current:

§°-l(y~) -j= : ^I„t9„-^out- (dy-4>out) ^out : out(y"). (4.5)

There is a similar expression for 0++ in terms of the left-moving <pont whereas 0°^1 0.

The mean value 6 of 0°ui in the incoming vacuum is nonzero: according to Appendix A
one finds

(0-(y-)) ±- [2dl-n_ - (dx-il.)2] (*-)e-'"-<«->. (4.6)

Remember that (6 is a tensor component in the outgoing coordinate system. The
corresponding component in the incoming system is obtained by removing the exponential
in (4.6). As a result we recover the asymptotic form of the energy-momentum tensor in the
incoming vacuum obtained by point-splitting [8]:

(*-_(*)> ~ \2d2x-ü(x) - (dx-ü(x))2) (4.7)

As (9+-(x) (l/48x) J—g(x) R(x) (trace anomaly), this component vanishes
asymptotically in our context.

If we rewrite (4.6) in terms of derivatives with respect to y~ we have

(ô-(y-)) ~^ [(ö„-n- {(-(y-))f + 2d2y-n_ (r(»"))] ¦ (4.8)
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The function £_ is the inverse of rj~ defined in (2.6). Up to a factor 1/2, (6 is the
mean energy density or the mean momentum density of the outgoing right-movers. It has

a compact support such that outgoing mean energy and momentum are strictly localized in
the causal shadow D_ of the curvature. Whereas the expectation value (4.8) is not positive
definite, its integral over y~ is positive because ôy-fi_ has a compact support. The y-
variables being minkowskian in the future, this integral makes sense: it gives the total mean

energy carried by the outgoing right-moving particles produced in the incoming vacuum.

In the case of a type I point-like curvature, defined in Section 2, eq. (4.6) becomes

1

(0__(y-))V K" " 48x ?(x-)-2\\ + j* dup(u))dx-p(x-) en°. (4.9)

The parameter A in (2.7) has been set equal to —fi0/2.

If the curvature strength p is kept constant during some time, the mean energy and
momentum density will be constant and positive over the corresponding y~-interval,
independently of the sign of p. It will be negative somewhere outside this interval, as an effect
of switching the curvature on or off. As long as the strength p is static it induces a steady
production of momentum and energy. The total right-moving outgoing mean energy is

{Eoat)
1

/+00d3/i(^_(y-))
L J —oo

f+°° _ (p(x-))2e«°/2* r°dx- '^'»e" (4.10)
487tv/2 faoo l+/0* dup(u)

If we turn to a type II point-like curvature, equation (4.9) is replaced by

(6-(y-)) -±-(l+1-joI dup(u)^ dx-p(x-)ea°, (4.11)

and we get a completely new picture. The energy density now vanishes where p is static:
energy emission is no longer a steady process but a transient phenomenon accompanying
the switching on and off of the curvature. This turns out to agree with a result obtained
by Isler et al. [3] if one observes that their "eternal star" is a type II point-like curvature.
Eq. (4.11) implies that the total energy is simply

This formula, taken alone, is misleading: it gives the impression of a steady energy
production.
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In 1 + 1 dimensions, the mean value of the full energy momentum tensor ôM„(y) can
be determined completely everywhere from the covariant equation of continuity V'lfl1"' 0

combined with the trace anomaly and suitable boundary conditions [4]. In our case this
computation leads to an asymptotic form which coincides with (4.8). As an illustration we
display the complete mean energy momentum produced by point-like curvatures of type I
and II turned on and off instantaneously (p(u) ou p(u) with rectangular profile, amplitude
p or p). For both types we may write

(My)) 2(S+-(y)) + (dxx(y))

(Ôn(y)) ^[ô(y+-y-)H(y-) + 0(y--y+)H(y+)}

{Soi{y)i jï-l<)(y+-y-)H(y-)-o(y--y+)H(y+)}

(4-13)

48tt

If the curvature is of type I :

1 P(6{-(y))

H\u)

247T y/l+pL 6(y--y+)6(y-)0(L-y-)

s/TTJL
8(u -L)- 6(u) + i -j=£ 0(u)6(L - u)

(4.14)

where L t)(L) (1 + /)L)1^2(l//j)log(l + pL). For a type II curvature we have

1 P(K'-(y))
247T \ + \p(L-y-)

Hu(u) p 6(u -L)-
1

1 + lpL

6(y-- y+)0(y-)0(L - y~)

6(u)
(4.15)

The particular values of the factor expfi0 appearing in eq. (4.9) have been incorporated
in the formulae (4.13-15). They corroborate our previous results: they lead to the picture
shown in Fig. 2. For both types of curvature ooo contains a term localized on the time
axis, on top of the curvature: it is static for type I whereas its strength increases with time
for type II. Two bursts are emitted when the curvature is turned on and off. The second
burst is opposite to the first one in the case of type I and substantially larger in strength
than the first burst in the type II case, if \p\L ^> 1. A type I curvature produces a term that
is homogeneous as long as the curvature is switched on: it corresponds to a steady emission
of positive energy. No such emission is observed if the curvature is of type II.
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ïï

Fig. 2: The mean energy momentum produced in the incoming vacuum by static pointlike

curvatures of type I and II. The thick lines represent the delta function terms in
(4.13-15). For type I there is an additional steady production of energy-momentum. This
agrees with the fact, established in Section 6, that a fermion whose wave function has

a squared modulus as indicated is observed with a finite probability. The corresponding
probability is negligibly small for type II.

One of the lessons of this Section is that one has to be cautious in dealing with static
sources. It is only in a particular coordinate system that a given source is effectively static
and sources which are static in different coordinate systems can lead to completely different
physical outputs.

5 Inclusive probabilities

As already said in the Introduction, the main advantage of massless fermions over bosons
in 1 + 1 dimensions is that the outgoing particle content of the incoming vacuum state ilm
can be analysed in detail, beyond the expectation values evaluated in the preceding Section.
As we shall see in Section 8, a generic curvature creates an infinite number of particles; the
distribution of these particles can be caracterized by means of inclusive probabilities, the
simplest one being the probability W[f] of detecting an outgoing fermion in a given state.
for instance the right-moving state / (/ € L2(R+,dk), \\f\\ \\ [7]:

H/[/] (fiin,JPout[/]fi, (5.1)
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Pout[/] is the projector on the subspace of the Fock space of fii„ in which the outgoing

state / is occupied. As we are dealing with fermions, P0ut[/] is simply equal to aoUt[/] aout[/]
roo

where aout[/] / dk f(k) aout(fc). Using (3.11) we obtain
Jo

mn ii4/t i - n4.ni2- (5.2)

The second expression is a consequence of the unitarity of the matrix formed by the K s.

Detailed properties of the functional W[f] have been derived in [7] for the case of

Minkowski fermions in an abelian gauge field. The kernel of Kx is in general non-empty.
This implies the existence of outgoing states occupied with probability 1. Their number is

determined by the winding number associated with the phase w_ appearing in (3.15).

In the present case, the situation is less transparent. For instance we have no exact

result on ker K{ although we believe it to be empty. What we have obtained is a master
formula for W[f) which allows the detailed discussion of special examples, as will be shown
in Sections 6 and 7. This formula involves the y-Fourier transform of /:

f(y) ^=j~dkf(k)elk». (5.3)

As explained in Appendix B, the fact that / is regular in the upper y half-plane allows
us to transform the definition (5.2) into the formula

W[fl ^-JàyJdy' G(y, y') f'(y) f(y'), (5.4)

with

_, exp[-j(7(y) + 7(y'))] 1

The function £ inverts the relation y r/~(x), x £(y), and 7 is equal to a_ written
in terms of y: -((y) a_(£(y)). Eq. (2.6) implies that (d£(y)/dy) exp(—7(y)); as a

rv
consequence, the denominator of the first fraction in (5.5) is equal to / dz exp(—"f(z)).

•V
This shows that G(y,y') is regular in the whole (y, y')-plane.

Finally we observe that, due to the equalities (A.2), an outgoing fermion in a given state
has the same inclusive probability as an outgoing antifermion in the same state. This agrees
with the vanishing of the expectation value of the outgoing current found in Section 4.
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6 Point-like curvatures and occurrence of a thermal
spectrum

In our first application of formula (5.4) we consider a type I point-like curvature in the
static case (Lx 0, L2 L in the notation of Section 2). We show that a suitable family
of states / leads to an inclusive probability W[f] resembling a thermal distribution. We
take wave functions / which are well localized inside the causal shadow 0 < y < L of the
curvature (L rf(L)). With such a state, we obtain a good approximation of W[f] if we

replace G(y, y') everywhere in (5.4) by its exact expression valid on [0, L] x [0, L\. According
to (2.11):

«y) i(e*»-l) ^P for0<y <L — log(l+pi), (6.1)
7(y) -Poy - ^0 p0

eq. (5.5) gives

G(y, y') 7—^ r —, (6-2){y'y) 2sh(\po(y-y')) » - »"

for (y,y') G [0, L] x [0, £]. We have set p0 \p\ exp(fio/2) and p is the constant value of
the effective curvature strength. With this substitution, the integrand of (5.4) becomes a

meromorphic function of y' in the upper half-plane. The integral over y' is a sum of residues:

w[f] E(-1) / dyf'(y)f[y + i4-n (6.3)

„=i °° V Po '
TOO

If we observe that the remaining integrals are equal to / dfc|/(fc)|2
Jo

exp(—(2ir/p0)nk) we may rewrite (6.3) as

W[f] H dk ^l2 (6.3')UJ Jo l+exp((27r/p0)k)
y '

We see that W[f] < \ and that W[f] ~ exp (—(2w/pQ)( k if the mean value k of k is

large.

To go beyond the asymptotic form of W[f] for large mean energies, it is convenient to
choose a specific state:

Uv) \ßh l-—T7 eiüVfa (6-4)
v y - yo + io
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0 < y0 < Z, 0<ö~<C Min(yo,î — yo), w > 0. The ugly factor y/2 in the exponent ensures
that to is an energy (remember that \f2y~ y° — y1). The mean energy of this state is

u> + (2\/2<5)_1: it is close to uj if 8 is large. Under these conditions, the sum in (6.3) is close

to a geometrical series and one has

1 + (ir/p08) exp(ßuj) + 1 \p08 J

with ß 2y/2ir/p0. If the strength p0 and the time \plL during which the curvature is

switched on are large, we may have poL ^> 1 and the half-width 8 of the wave function / can
be chosen such that p08 ^> 1. Under these circumstances, the first term in the right-hand
side of (6.5) dominates and we are left with

wu»i * ^Vt (6-6)

for all values of ui, w being a good approximation of the mean energy of the state fw at the
scale 1/ß. Equation (6.6) gives the announced thermal-like distribution, with temperature
1/ß and zero chemical potential. Notice that any dependence on the parameters yo and 8

which fix the shape of / has disappeared.

The validity of (6.6) is not restricted to the special form (6.4) of fw. If this function is of
the form g(y) exp (i\/2uiy) where g is suitably localized, regular in the upper half-plane and

slowly variable at the scale w"1, u> is close to the mean energy and it follows from eq. (6.3)
that W is approximated by (6.6).

As already experienced with the energy-momentum density, a type II point-like
curvature leads to inclusive probabilities which differ dramatically from the probabilities of a

type I curvature. Instead of (6.1) we now have from (2.12)

£(y) ye*n°

i(y) log

i - \m

i y i
1-2**] -2n°

Z,e2n°
for 0 < y < L (6.7)

l + 2pL

with po p exp(fi0/2). Insertion into (5.5) shows that G(y,y') is now identically zero on
[0, L] x [0, L], This implies that a state / which is well localized inside [0, L] has a negligibly
small probability W, vanishing in the approximation used before.

Our present findings corroborate entirely the results on the mean energy obtained in
the previous Section. The steady energy production by the type I curvature is in agreement
with the fact that W[f] does not depend on the location and shape of / as long as it is
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well localized inside the region where this steady energy emission is observed. Similarly, the
circumstance that no particles are detected in the shadow of the static strength p of a type II
curvature, fits perfectly with the fact that the energy release by this curvature is a transient
side effect.

Although it is tempting to identify the pairs created by a type I curvature as a sort
of Hawking radiation [5], it is not clear whether this is really justified. A thermal
distribution is normally defined in terms of exclusive probabilities whereas equation (6.6) gives
inclusive occupation probabilities for a special sample of states. The correct interpretation
of equation (6.6) deserves further investigation.

For the time being, we may observe that (6.6) is a direct consequence of the fact that
the outgoing variable y_ depends logarithmically on the incoming variable x~. A thermal-
like distribution will appear as soon as y~ exhibits such behaviour over a large part of the
causal shadow of the curvature; this does not require a singular curvature. In this respect,
our results illustrate the ubiquitous character of thermal spectra which has already been

noted [9].

7 In search of high probability states

The inclusive probabilities we have evaluated up to now are all smaller than 1/2. This
is a general trend for states of the form (6.4) and it is not restricted to point-like curvatures.
One may wonder if there were states with probability larger than 1/2, possibly close to 1.

We notice that the states we have considered so far are localized inside the shadow D_ of
the curvature. Although the mean outgoing energy-momentum has D- as support, this does

not exclude the detection of particles outside this shadow. It turns out that large values of

W[f] are precisely obtained for those states whose extension is large compared to D-.

We illustrate this in the limiting case where the Liouville field of the incoming variables
is constant, equal to fi0 inside the future light-cone of the origin and zero on and outside
this light-cone:

for x2 > 0, x° > 0

(7.1)
for x2 < 0, and x2 > 0, x° < 0.

Referring to eq. (2.2) we see that such a field is produced by a curvature pulse in the limit
where the pulse is concentrated at x 0: formally R(x) —2fio<$(2'(x). If A is set equal to
—fi0/2 in (2.7) the ingredients of the kernel G(y,y'), eq. (5.5), become

£(y)=e-^>y, 7(y) ^(y)n0. (7.2)

fio
fi(x)
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Consequently, the definition (5.5) shows that G(y, y') vanishes in the first and third quadrants
of the (y, y')-plane. In the fourth quadrant it is equal to

G(y, y') -^—, - —„ y > 0, y' < 0. (7.3)
cry-y' y-y'

with a exp(—fio). G(y,y') being antisymmetric, (7.3) fixes its value in the second quadrant.

The wave function/ being regular in the upper half-plane, its real part is the Hilbert
transform of its imaginary part. Consequently W[f] is determined by Im / alone. If /+ and

/_ are the restrictions of Im / to R+ and R_ respectively, one finds, as shown at the end of
Appendix B,

W\f] W+[U) + W-[/_], (7.4)

with

W+[f+] -2Tdy f* dy' -±- b ^ \U(y) - y/ïU(ay)] f+(y') (7.5)
7T* jo Jo y — y y

and a similar expression for VK_[/_]. The functions /+ and /_ being independent, we may
take /_ 0 and ask for an /+ producing the largest possible W+. The form of (7.5)
suggests that one should choose /+ such that the two terms in the square bracket interfere
constructively:

yßhWy) -U(y). (7-6)

The function

where a is a constant length, fulfills equation (7.6) but fails to be square integrable. In fact,
this equation has no solution belonging to L2(R+). The best we can do is to choose a square
integrable function that satisfies (7.6) over a large interval [/, i], I > I > 0, for instance:

f t,.\ - / °9(y) for l<y<L,U(y) - 1 0 for y < / and y > L. (7-8)
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The normalisation of /+ is ||/+|| 1/n/2 (||/|| 1 implies ||Im /|| ||Re /|| \/s/2
because / is regular in Im y > 0). This condition fixes the constant C; if L/l > expfi0 one
finds

C (log(L//))fa[l + Offlo/ log(L//))] (7.9)

Inserting (7.8) into (7.5) we arrive at

w+[u] cha(Jvno) + °(1/ log(L//)) + ° (ùo/ì(*W ¦ (7J°)

As L ^> /, we see that the outgoing state (7.8) has an occupation probability which is
close to 1 if the strength fi0 of the curvature pulse is large. Notice the highly non-perturbative
behaviour of g and W+ as functions of fi0. We have achieved the goal set at the beginning
of the Section: if fi0 is large we can exhibit high probability states. Admittedly, these are
rather exotic states, poorly localized and exhibiting peculiar oscillations.

8 Existence of the outgoing vacuum and the vacuum
persistence amplitude

In this last Section we discuss first the implementability of the in-out automorphism (3.11),
i.e. the existence of a unitary operator U such that

aont(k) uKm(k)U, bout(k) uhm(k)U. (8.1)

In this case there is an outgoing vacuum state fiout in the Fock space of fijn: fiout {/Tfijn.

Implementability holds iff the non-diagonal kernels K2 and K3 of the Bogoliubov
transformation (3.11) are Hilbert-Schmidt [10, 11]. In our case, K2 and K3 have the same Hilbert-
Schmidt norm and it is sufficient to check if

X roo roo
Tx(K2K])= dk dp\K2(k,p)\2<oo. (8.2)

Jo Jo

We prove in appendix C that this is fulfilled iff fio 0, that is if fi vanishes between
the two future shadows of the curvature. Referring to (2.3) this means that the space-time
integral of the curvature has to vanish:

Jd2x^-g(x)R(x)=0. (8.3)
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This condition can also be phrased in terms of the spin connection. As R(x) 0 if x
belongs to Dc, the complement of D, w^ is locally a pure gauge there:

^(x) S-1(x)d„S(x). (8.4)

We may take

rPM
S(x) exp / dz>u,„(z)

JPo
(8.5)

the integral being taken along a curve in Dc connecting a fixed point P0 to P(x). This matrix
is diagonal and it is single-valued in Dc if

£ dz^(z) 0 (8.6)

for a closed contour C surrounding D. According to the expression (3.4) of w^ this condition
is equivalent to (8.3). Consequently, the automorphism (3.11) is unitarily implementable iff
the spin connection is globally a pure gauge outside the support D of the curvature.

Finally, at fixed x, S(x) is the spinor representation of an element A(x) of the Lorentz

group 50(1,1) and (8.5) defines a mapping Dc —y 50(1,1). The group S0(1,1) being
simply connected, this mapping has a differentiable continuation in the interior of D. The
resulting S(x) defines a gauge transformation on the whole space-time which brings u>ß to
zero outside D. The existence of such a gauge transformation is another necessary and
sufficient condition for the implementability of the in-out correspondence.

Quite a similar situation prevails for massless fermions in a non-abelian gauge field on
flat space [12]. The condition (8.3) is very restrictive. Generically it is not satisfied, an
infinite number of fermion-antifermion pairs is created and there is no outgoing vacuum
state fiout in the Fock space of the incoming vacuum fi;n. The origin of this phenomenon is

clearly the infrared behaviour of our massless fermions.

We assume from now on that condition (8.3) is satisfied. If ker Kx 0, the Bogoliubov
transformation (3.11) is weak, fiout exists and (fiout,fiin) ^ 0 [11]. This scalar product
defines an effective action A:

exp(U) (fiout,fiin). (8.7)

The automorphism (3.11) defines the operator U up to a phase tp, and only the modulus
of the right-hand side of (8.7), i.e. the vacuum persistence amplitude, is explicitly determined
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by means of the Bogoliubov transformation. Therefore our approach gives only the value of
the imaginary part of A. The outgoing vacuum is a coherent pair state given by [13]:

fiout e"1* (det(KxI<hy exp (J™ dk J™ dPL(k,p) at(k)bt(p)) fiin, (8.8)

where L -KxlK2 kIk\'\ This implies

Im A -i log (det(KiKh) ¦ (8-9)

Finally we want to check the consistency of this result with the relation connecting the
functional derivative of A with respect to the metric to the energy-momentum tensor:

SA
_

1 /~TT (»«»ut,Mk.) ,_.„»8^T) - 2^9{X) (fiout,fim)
• (8-10)

Here 0^ is the full energy-momentum tensor. We restrict ourselves to the component 0 :

0- -fa : ipìd-iP- - (d-ipV) iP- :ia + (0- (8.11)

The fermion field ip- is given by (3.5) and (0 (fi;n,0 fijn). This expectation value
does not enter into our test because it is real. Using (8.9), (3.5) and (8.8), one finds that
the imaginary parts of both sides of equation (8.10) are equal if

Tr 'fcsßU + K^lß^) ï^ Re ^ - ^ Z(u'v

(8.12)

where L(u,v) is the Fourier transform of the kernel L(k,p) appearing in the expression (8.8)
of fiout- The validity of this equality is by no means obvious. We sketch in Appendix D how

one can show that (8.12) is an identity although the inverse Kxl is not known explicitly.
This substantiates the consistency of our treatment of fermions on a curved space as an
external field problem with the functional integral approach.
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Appendix A. Computing expectation values

We start with the right-moving current (j-(y) defined in eq. (4.3). The definition (4.1)
of the outgoing current and the Bogoliubov transformation (3.11) give

U-(y)) 2b/o00dÀ:/o00dp|[(^24)T-(^34)](*,P)ei(*-p)1'

+ [(k4k}) (k,p)e*k+>» - (a\4) (*,p)e-i(*+rt»]}

(A.l)

The expressions (3.12-13) of the kernels Ä",- imply

Kx(k,p) Kt(k,p), K2(k,p) K*(k,p), (A.2)

and, as a consequence, the first square bracket in the integrand of (A.l) is identically zero.
Eq. (A.2) implies that the two terms in the second square bracket of the integrand are
complex conjugates. The expectation value (]-) being real, the difference of their integrals
has to vanish; this can also be checked explicitly. We conclude that (j_ 0.

The expectation value 0 (y) of the outgoing energy-momentum component 0°^
defined in eq. (4.5) is obtained from (A.l) by changing the sign of the second term in both
square brackets and by multiplying the first bracket by (k + p)/2 and the second one by
(k — p)/2. Inserting the explicit forms (3.12-13) of the kernels and performing the k and p
integrations one ends up with a sum of four integrals over variables y' and y", each of them
containing a factor (y' — y ± ie)~2(y" — y ± it)-2. These factors combine together in such a

way that, finally,

<'--<»» r*L dy'L ^y"ayl)_ayll)(y'-y"W-yny"-y),
(A.3)

where 7 and £ are the functions defined after equation (5.5). The evaluation of the remaining
integrals gives eq. (4.6) where we have used the fact that the derivatives of fi_ and a_
coincide.

If one goes through the successive steps of the lengthy calculation we have just outlined,
it is impressive to observe how a sum of nonlocal functionals of a_ turns into a local function
of a_ and its derivatives.
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Appendix B. Formulas for inclusive probabilities

We rewrite the definition (5.2) of W[f]:

W[f] j~dkj~dpf(k) (k2k\) (k,p)f*(p). (B.l)

The form (3.12-13) of K2 gives

{K2K\)(k,p) J-s{k-P)+±2pj_+yxj_+yx'-^

xexp ikrf (x)-ipr] (x') + -Q-(x) + -a_(x')

(B.2)

Switching to variables y — rf (x) and y' rf (x') and using the identity

s(k - p)=-±.p r dy /;;v-^ ^-ipï'' <B-3)

we find:

(#,4) (M 4Ì2/l°°d» /^00dy'e^G(y,y')e-i'"'', (B.4)

the kernel G(y,y') being defined in (5.5). Eq. (5.4) is a direct consequence of (B.4) and

(B.l).

We show now how formulas (7.4) and (7.5) follow from (5.4). Using (7.3), eq. (5.4)
becomes

I f+oo [0
W[f]=- dy/ dy'

¦K JO J—oo

v/? 1

<ry - y' y-y' [/-(y')Re /(») - /+(y)Re /(y')j

(B.5)

because, by definition, Im f(y) 0(y)f+(y) + 0(—y)f-(y)- On the other hand, the regularity
of / in Im y > 0 implies that Re / is the Hilbert transform of Im /. Inserting the resulting
expression of Re / into (B.4) one discovers that the terms depending on the product /+/-
cancel and one is left with the form (7.4-5) of W[f\.
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Appendix C. Condition for the implementability of
the Bogoliubov transformation (3.11)

We show that \\K2||h.s. < oo iff fi0 0 and if fi is sufficiently regular. First we prove
that \K2(k,p)\2 is locally integrable. K2 is defined in (3.12) and (3.13). As 8(k + p) 0 for
(k,p) G R+ x R+, we may write

K2(k,p) — 0(k) 9(p) /+°° dx (eî*""<t>+*°-<*> - ëkx) e"*. (C.I)

We set A 0 and a~ 0 in (2.7), then a_(x) fi_(x). If x < 0, fi_(x) 0 and

rf~(x) x whereas fi_(x) fio and rf~(x) fix + c, p. — exp(fio), for x > b~. The integral

in (Cl) is the sum (A + B) of two integrals: A (1/2tt) / dx B (1/2tt) / dx....
Jo Jb~

A(k,p) is bounded and

ß(Ä;jP) l_ [
« --^ (C.2)v ,y' 2nr \k + p + ie pk + p + ie

v '

If fi0 0 (p. — 1), B is bounded and Ä"2 is locally square integrable. If fi0 ^ 0,

i Viï\B(k,p)\>~
Z7T k + p pk + p

(C.3)

and B(k,p) is not square integrable at the origin. Consequently A^ is not Hilbert-Schmidt.

We assume now fi0 0 and show that ||Ä2||h.s. is finite. The same manipulations as

those described in Appendix B lead to the following expression for the Hilbert-Schmidt norm
of K2:

Mh.s. -j\ /+0°dy rC°dy'-l--iG(y,y'), (CA)
\-k1 J-oo J-oo y — y

the kernel G being defined in eq. (5.5).

If we assume that 7(y) belongs to C2(R), G(y,y') ~ (y — y') for y 77±y' and the integrand
of (C.4) is bounded. It is easy to construct upper bounds for G which imply the convergence
of the integral in (C.4).
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Appendix D. Equation (8.12) is an identity

We have to find an expression for 8Kx/8g (x) and show that this expression turns eq. (8.12)
into an identity. The variation of K\ requires some care because this kernel depends on the
metric in its conformai form. Our coordinates xM are no longer conformai if the metric
9ßV (expfi)^ is changed into g^ + 8gßv. The variation of the metric must be combined
with an infinitesimal change of coordinates such that the new coordinates are again conformai
and the variation of fi can be identified. On finds

~^ \yF^)e-Q-^dx- (8(x- - z-)e«-<->) (D.l)

Using (3.12-13) and (2.7), with A fi0 0, this leads to

8g-(x) " Sx eXPH VX+2U-(X>

(ifce°-<*~> + ip + |ör-fi_(x-)) (D.2)

Now we transform the right-hand side of (8.12) so that it becomes identical to its left-
hand side when (D.2) is taken into account. Inserting the explicit form of K2 into the
definition L — —KxlK2 one finds

- 1 foo foo
L(u,v) — / dk dpL(k,p)e-«k"+rt

Ztt Jo Jo
1 f°° ¦•. r+o° r°° • -r v

-T"? / dke / dz / dqKx1(k,q)ém «
47T^ JO J-oo JO

x / dpeip<2-">e2fi-W. (D.3)
Jo

/•oo /-oo
We write / dp exp(ip(z — v)) — 2ir8(z — v) — I dp exp(—ip(z — «)). The second term

Jo Jo
produces a Kx(q,p) in (D.3) which, in conjunction with Kx1(k,q), leads to a 8(k — p) after
integration over q. This transforms eq. (D.3) into

L(u,v) -1. H dk rdq{Kx1)(k,q)e-^ku-^^)e^Av)
27r Jo Jo '

j j (D.4)

2w u — v — ie

If we operate with -\l—g(x) (du — dv) on the first term in the right-hand side of this

equation and set u v x~, we get an expression which, according to (D.2), is identical to
the first term of the left-hand side of eq. (8.12). If we derive an expression similar to (D.4)

for L* from L — K3 A'J the second term in the right-hand side of (D.4) is canceled in the
sum L + L* and right- and left-hand sides of (8.12) coincide.
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